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Long experience has led me to the conclusion that members of
sy profession in time learn a little about a great many things, but have
no opportunity of learning a lot about any one thing . Sooner or later
through the years problems touching on nearly every human activity, in-
terest or folly cross one's desk . One copes with each as best one can,
and passes to the next . Thus it is certainly in no capacity as an ex-
pert that I speak to you about the Canadian psctic . The bits and pieces
of miscellaneous knowledge about Arctic problems which I have acquired
during the course of years certainly cannot be put toge.ther into a coher-
ent whole . I therefore of necessity leave it to the other speakers this
evening to talk with authority and learning . I must content myself With
some not profound or original general observations on the new importance
of the Arctic to the people of North America .

Vllhen I refer to the new importance of the Arctic to North
America I mean only in a secondary sense the importance of the Arctic in
the defences of this continent . A good deal of over-dramatic interest
in the Arctic has been stimulated by people who look at a polar projec-
tion of the Northern Hemisphere, and see how the Shortest routes to and
from most of the land mass of Europe and Asia run across the Arctic re-
gions . It is true, of course, that the vast territories of the Arctic
can now be crossed by powerful aircraft . Communication by air for civil
and for military purposes could and should use far northern routes ; and
installations for air navigation, refueling and so on in Arctic and Sub-
Arctic latitudes are required . It is conceivable that some time in the
future fleets of bombers may be built Ahich would make possible the deli-
very of heavy attacks across the Arctic Ocean, and we certainly must not
bli.nd ourselves to this possibility .

Yet the heavy emphasis so often plfl ced on military activities
in the Far North is in fact misplaced . While the new importance of the
kretic does arise in considerable measure from the development of avia-
tion, that is because at last a speedy and flexible method of transpor-
tation is available, which makes accessible within a few hours regions
that previously could be reached only after weeks of prepurat .ion, fol-
lowed by arduous months of difficult movement over land or sea .

' I repeat that we must not, of course, neglect what ought to be
dane in the field of defence . But we must also avoid interpreting all
the activities of men in uniform in these latitudes as preparations for

• In the conditions of the Far North civil and military governmental
activities are iutPrlocking and complementary . Mr. Mackenzie King
last year said in the House of Commons : "Canada's northern programme
isprimarily a civilian one, to which contributions are made by the armed
forces" . He added that this had been the pattern for a long time, illus-
trating by reference to trie installation and operation of communication
EYstems in the Northwest Territ ories many years ago by the Canadian Army,
rich has recently u idertaicen responsibility for administering the Alas-

hi~wHy . Yr . King also pointed out the value to all who "live in the

of the results achieved at the small winter experimental station
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